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About This Game

Worst Case Z is a first-person survival horror game.

Story:

Worst Case Z is a first-person survival horror game, in which you take a role of security worker in a nuclear power plant in the
middle of a city. After a meltdown and a huge explosion in one of the reactors during the night shift, you are under shock. As if
that were not enough, the radiation caused unexpected mutations in the genetic material of many people. This is the beginning

of a fight between life and death, and there is a mystery to unravel.

Gameplay:

The player has the main task to leave the nuclear power plant. But there are a lot of things to do. First you have to find some
important objects. You will need a gas mask, a geiger counter and other things. You will also be pursued by mutated Zombies

that will hunt you all the way through the power plant. Unfortunately, you are only a security worker with no experience in
fighting. So there will be situations when escape is the only option for survival. Another problem is that you have only one

contact person, a german guy from the Office for Emergencies.

Features:

 A pure survival horror experience
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 Scary and schocking moments

 Dark, creepy atmosphere with different light effects

 A capturing soundtrack to underline the dangerous atmosphere

 Mysterious sound effects

The graphics were not made to be realistic.
The game has it's own old school graphic style, it's own kind of atmosphere.

FPS: Logged at 60 Frames per second.

Available screen resolutions:

1280x1024, 1280x800, 1280x720
1400x1050, 1440x900
1600x1200, 1680x1050
1920x1200, 1920x1080

+Video Gamma regulation and FOV settings

Additional graphic effects:
SSAO, Bloom, Atmospheric lighting and shadows

Warning:
This game contains: Blood and Gore, Violence.

PS.: Only the best will survive. Feel free to scream whenever you want.
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Title: Worst Case Z
Genre: Action, Adventure, Indie
Developer:
BME Digital Studios
Publisher:
BME Digital Studios
Release Date: 15 Apr, 2016

 a09c17d780 

English,German
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This is an engaging puzzle platformer with some mechanics we've seen before, however I did enjoy the story and am planning
on continuing through mystery mode.

http:\/\/youtu.be\/HrcjSdIpFn0. As a avid player of Match-3 games, and appreciator of the Puzzle Quest saga, I convinced
myself to give Runespell: Overture a shot, intrigued by the fact you play with a standard deck of cards instead of coloured gems.

The first battles were interesting, the poker-like combos felt novel. Diving more deeply into the game, it got more depth with
the addition of magic cards and sidekicks.

Unfortunately, it appeared that most of the magic cards are just copies of the same basic spell (unlike other games where fire,
ice, lightning and poison have different tactical effects).

From that point, the battles felt too much similar to sustain interest, and the constant sight of these clubs, diamonds, hearts and
spades turned the fantasy background into the trivial one your regular Solitaire.

These kind of games are supposed to be easy to develop on a reasonable budget, deliberately limiting fancy graphics to focus
solely on gameplay depth. Sadly, this game is a living testimony of a team being too lazy or too tired to make a truly great game.

Maybe they lost faith in this game at some point. No wonder this happened to me too.. The game is completely extremely buggy
and crashes so often that it's completely unplayable. I loaded it up and was able to play it for a few minutes but the textures were
all glitched out and I couldn't see anything. Don't buy this.. May Melon be with you.

I'm just gonna leave this here: http:\/\/noxcraft99.wixsite.com\/melonism. the controls are easy, then hard, then easy again. there
are some very good snakes involved. very empowering to play, it gives you a lot of control over the various actors involved.
except the snakes. 13\/10
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I F***ING LOVE this game, one of my favourite point n clicks, nice humor, suitable for everyone, and it feels
piratey/adventurey, the best of feelings!. Hope the developers will spend more time in making this game great, it is in Early
Access since 2016.. The game is not worth the 3 dollars I've spent on this. The story is nice enough, a little boring, but the
setting is interesting. The characters are. Fine, at best. Boring at worst. The worst part of the game is it's god awful controls. The
controls are tank-like and infuriating. The power glove mechanic is frustrating, especially due to the floaty nature of it, the high
sensitivity, and the awful POV problems. I've played 5 hours because I was absolutely FRUSTRATED. The game is awful, and,
if I don't get a refund, I'm simply going to remove it from my games list instead of playing it. It's stinking it up, anyway.. Ok I
got this just so i could write a review and see if what I understood was true. Honestly it's overpriced for a one time use. I mean
there should be some way to get these in game, whether they are really hard to get is up to the developer; or they should make it
so you could use it once for a specific save and then have that save permanently be able to change the features without having to
buy a new voucher. But as it is now it just seems like a blatant cash grab to me. I understand all the free updates and I have no
problem with paying for new cosmetics I just dont like how this is implemented. This is probably a lot more annoying to me
because character creation is alway one of my favorite parts about a game and changing that character over and over again to
make them perfect is just something I enjoy. I don't know, what do you guys think? Lemme know with a comment. Leaving a
thumbs up because it does give you what is promised.. ABSOLUTLY \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. As addictive as Poly Bridge,
one of the best building game in marcket now. The art design looks very beautiful. UI mapping and control are improved and
nearly perfected. (though I kind of miss the lining tool in Poly Bridge)
Sometimes the SIM are way too random, the same design can make it at one time but fails at second time. And seemly relevant
to sim speed (not for sure). It can make people frustrated from time to time.

8.5/10 will send more riders to enternal peace in snowy mountains.

PS. expecting more level from dev later on.. Since the changes to this game I no longer view this as a game worth playing. all the
levels are pretty much the same, you can play better tower defense games for free.. Game is buggy and horribly developed,
Really wish i had read reviews instead of buying on impulse. Save your money
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